DocSolid Announces 4 of the Top 10 US Law Firms Begin Paper2Digital®
Initiatives in 2016
BigLaw Moves to Reduce the Cost and Risk of Paper Records
PHOENIX, AZ (January 18, 2016) – DocSolid, the leader in enterprise scanning and less-paper solutions
for the legal market, announces 4 of the top 10 biggest US firms began Paper2Digital initiatives with
DocSolid in 2016. These firms and others are removing paper burdens from law firm operations and
transitioning from paper-dependent matter management to a fully electronic matter file in the
document management system.
“We’re seeing a tipping point at large and medium sized firms,” said Steve Irons, President of DocSolid.
“The unsustainable paper records habit no longer fits with the productivity demands of fixed fee
engagements, or the client standards for security and information governance. We address these
mandates with best practice solutions that provide expansive ROI through digital behaviors, yet still let
attorneys work with paper when they want to. A holistic approach was what the market was waiting
for.”
DocSolid’s patented KwikTag Legal® and Postmark® solutions digitally tame inbound paper and printout
re-filing to close the digital and physical records gap. DocSolid’s consulting customizes its technology to
the business objectives and culture of the firm.
KwikTag Legal, an integrated scanning platform which embeds capture within law firms’ existing
document management software, manages inbound paper from the first point of entry, through a
scanning and profiling process, with built-in quality control checks to enable confident shredding.
Postmark identifies paper documents that have been printed in-house from an electronic document
already filed in the DMS. Postmark prints a small bar code in a corner of the document. This bar code
branding on the paper denotes that a corresponding electronic copy is filed in the DMS. After the paper
document is used, it can be destroyed instead of filed at any stage of the paper lifecycle. Postmark alone
can reduce a firm’s filed paper records by 50-70%.
Postmark addresses other digital needs as well. For example, a hand-notated printout from the DMS can
be scanned and auto-filed as attorney notes back to the DMS matter because the Postmark bar code is
used to link the scanned image to the related client-matter-folder from which it came. Postmark
integrates with leading legal industry DMS solutions, including iManage, OpenText eDOCS and
NetDocuments.

About DocSolid®
DocSolid creates, sells and supports Paper2Digital® scanning, workflow, paper reduction and consulting
solutions for the legal market. These patented solutions are enterprise-level implementations that
streamline paper-burdened business activities and integrate with line-of-business software. DocSolid
integrates with leading legal industry solutions, including iManage, NetDocuments, OpenText eDOCS,
Worldox, Thomson Elite, Aderant, LegalKey and Chrome River. DocSolid represents the industry’s most
experienced team of capture experts and serves thousands of worldwide users. Advancing simple,
productive ways for clients to do more with less paper™, DocSolid powers The Paper2Digital Law Firm.
More information about DocSolid, including solution demos, is available at www.docsolid.com.
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